Nanoscale domains of ordered oxygen-vacancies in LaCoO₃ films
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Abstract

High-quality LaCoO₃ (LCO) thin films were epitaxially grown on SrTiO₃ (STO), (La,Sr)₃(Al,Ta)O₇ (LSAT) and LaAlO₃ (LAO) substrates using pulsed laser deposition technique. Nanoscale domains with either horizontally or vertically modulated dark stripes are observed in the LCO films on STO and LSAT substrates, whereas only horizontally-modulated domains are found in the films on LAO substrate. The domain sizes and directions strongly depend on the strain state of the films due to lattice mismatch between film and substrate. The lattice strains in the films are mainly relaxed through change of the domain directions. The oxygen deficiency of the films has been revealed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. As confirmed by high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) observations and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image simulations, the modulated dark stripes stem from oxygen-vacancy ordering, which causes local lattice expansion. The saturation magnetization increases with the tensile strain in the films. The ferromagnetic character is correlated with the oxygen deficiency, strain state and vertically modulated domains.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

LaCoO₃ (LCO) is a very interesting material that can work as a cathode for solid-oxide fuel cells and batteries [1], a colossal magnetoresistance material [2], and a magnetic recording medium [3]. Recently, LCO epitaxial film has attracted significant attention due to its interesting ferromagnetism (FM) and spin-state transition [4,5]. The physical properties of thin films are greatly affected by lattice strain, defect structure and oxygen non-stoichiometry. The epitaxial strain in LCO films imposed by substrates could influence their magnetic properties [6]. The variation in oxygen content of the films could result in changes of lattice parameters, which are expected to influence orbital ordering and spin state transition and further affect the magnetic and transport properties of perovskite oxide thin films [7]. It is known that oxygen vacancies play an important role in magnetic properties [8] and ionic conductivity [9,10]. In our recent work, we found that the oxygen vacancies restrain the spin polarization of Co cations and further depress the magnetism of La₀.₆₇Sr₀.₃₃CoO₃-δ films [8]. In other LaCoO₃-based perovskite oxide films, the existence of oxygen vacancies could destruct double-exchange interaction between Co—O—Co bonds, which leads to a transformation from ferromagnetic metal to non-magnetic insulator [9,10]. But in other oxide films, the effects of oxygen vacancy on the magnetic and transport properties may be different. For instance, Wang et al. [11] declared that in SrMnO₃ films oxygen vacancy can affect the valence states of Mn ions, which results in double exchange between Mn³⁺ and Mn⁴⁺ and ferromagnetic properties. In La₂/₃Sr₁/₃MnO₃ films, oxygen vacancies were found to induce degraded ferromagnetic and transport properties [12]. Up to now, the effect of oxygen vacancies on the magnetic properties of LCO films is not fully understood and needs further investigation.

Very recently, high-quality epitaxial LCO films have been grown on various substrates, exhibiting strain-dependent microscopic lattice modulations [13–15]. Both experimental and theoretical efforts have been made to explore the nature of the spin state transition and FM [16–18]. However, the underlying physics of the FM and spin state transition remains elusive. For instance, combining high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) images, electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and density functional theory calculations, Choi et al. [19] declared that the dark stripes in epitaxial LCO thin films on different substrates stemmed from the ordering of high spin (HS) Co³⁺ ions. However, Biškup et al. [20] believed that the dark stripes in the HAADF images of the LCO films correspond to significantly dilated La–La distances, and the ordering of oxygen...
polishing using the JEM zone-axis electron microscopy (HRTEM) and HAADF. The nature of modulated dark stripes was explored based on the simulation of the HRTEM images and the underlying mechanism for the FM was investigated through the correlation of magnetism, strain and microstructure.

2. Experimental

High-quality epitaxial LCO films were grown on various substrates of LaAlO3 (LAO), (LaSr)(AlTa)O3 (LSAT), and SrTiO3 (STO) using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) with a 248 nm KrF laser. During the deposition process, the substrate temperature was kept at 720 °C and the oxygen pressure at 50 Pa. The film thickness, ~15 nm, was determined by the number of laser pulses. After deposition, the films were annealed for 15 min under an oxygen pressure of 1 bar, and then cooled down to room temperature.

Specimens for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations were prepared in cross-sectional orientation ([010] zone-axis for STO, LSAT and LAO substrates) using conventional techniques of mechanical polishing and ion thickening. The ion thickening was performed using a Gatan model 691 precision ion polishing system (PIPS) with low voltage. To enhance the performance and capabilities of the PIPS, a liquid N2 cooling option is available. Bright field (BF) imaging, selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns and HRTEM images were obtained using a JEOL JEM 2100F TEM operating at 200 kV. To avoid any beam damage to the samples, the exposure time is set to be less than 1 s. HAADF investigation was carried out using a JEOL JEM-ARM200F microscope with double Cs correctors. X-ray photoemission microscopy (XPS) was recorded with Omicron 0571 spectrometer using Mg Kα (1253.6 eV) and a spot size of 800 μm. Magnetic measurements were conducted on a Quantum Design vibrating-sample magnetometer (VSM–SQUID) with a temperature of 10 K. The applied magnetic field was parallel to the sample surface as well as the current direction. The zero-field-cooling (ZFC) and field-cooling (FC) magnetization curves were measured under an applied field of 0.05 T in a temperature range of 10–300 K using a VSM–SQUID. All the magnetization data were processed to separate the substrate influence. For thermal magnetization, the contribution of the substrate was directly subtracted from the total magnetization. For isothermal magnetization, the substrate influence was deducted through high field linear fitting.
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Fig. 1. XRD patterns of the 002 peaks showing the out-of-plane lattice parameters of LCO films on (a) LAO, (b) LSAT and (c) STO substrates, respectively.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>LCO/STO</th>
<th>LCO/LSAT</th>
<th>LCO/LAO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a₀ (Å)</td>
<td>3.905</td>
<td>3.866</td>
<td>3.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₁ (Å)</td>
<td>3.773</td>
<td>3.789</td>
<td>3.789</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and discussion

LCO films were epitaxially grown on different substrates, which can be confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD). Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns of the 002 peak, which reveals information regarding the out-of-plane lattice parameters as a function of the substrate-film lattice mismatch. The straight line in Fig. 1 demonstrates the (002) peak position of bulk LCO (a₀ = 3.805 Å). Compared to bulk LCO, the (002) reflection of the film on LAO substrate shifts to small angles, as shown in Fig. 1(a), indicating that the film experiences a compressive strain with an out-of-plane lattice expansion. On contrary, for the films grown on LSAT and STO, the (002) reflections of the film shift to large angles, as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), suggesting that the film suffers a tensile strain with an out-of-plane lattice contraction. Note that the 002 peak of LCO film grown on LAO is not obvious in comparison with that of LCO films grown on STO and LSAT. To identify the 002 peak positions for both LCO film and LAO substrate, peak-differentiating and imitating was adopted to analyze the XRD pattern in Fig. 1(a), as shown in Fig. S1 in the Supplementary material. Table 1 summarizes the out-of-plane lattice parameters of films and substrates, measured from the XRD patterns. It can be seen that for the LCO films grown on LAO, the out-of-plane lattice parameter is larger (~3.84 Å) than that on LSAT and STO. The out-of-plane lattice parameters for films on LSAT and STO are measured to be ~3.79 Å and ~3.77 Å, smaller than that of bulk LCO.

To obtain further information about the structure, we performed TEM examinations of the LCO films. Fig. 2(a), (c) and (e) show the typical BF TEM images, along the pseudo-cubic [010] zone-axis of the LCO films grown on LAO, LSAT and STO substrates, respectively. The distinct interfaces between films and substrates (marked by dashed lines) can be clearly seen. Interestingly, both horizontal and vertical modulations are observed in the LCO films on LSAT and STO, whereas there are only horizontal modulations in the film on LAO. Moreover, the domain sizes are different in the films grown on LSAT and STO. Fig. 2(b), (d) and (f) are the SAED patterns obtained from the LCO films grown on LAO, LSAT and STO, respectively. The strong reflections in the SAED patterns are associated with the perovskite structure of LCO, whereas the weak reflections (indicated by arrows) originate from a superstructure with a periodicity of 3q₀, where q₀ is the lattice constant of LCO. Moreover, for the LCO/STO film, the weak diffraction spots from the vertical stripes are elongated, suggesting the existence of incommensurate modulations (Fig. 2(f)).

To clarify the nature of domain structures, systematic TEM investigations were carried out. Fig. 3(a) and (b) are typical TEM
images of LCO/LSAT films taken under a two-beam condition with $g = 001$ and $g = 100$, respectively. Fig. 2(c) and (d) are typical TEM images of LCO/STO films taken under a two-beam condition with $g = 001$ and $g = 100$, respectively. For $g = 100$, vertical domain structures can be clearly observed, while for $g = 001$, horizontal domain structures can be obviously seen. The average domain dimension is measured to be 25.10 nm for LCO/LSAT and 13.32 nm for LCO/STO. The LCO films are subjected to tensile strain on the LSAT and STO substrates. The lattice mismatch is $\sim 1.68\%$ for LCO/LSAT which is smaller than that for LCO/STO film ($\sim 2.56\%$). It reveals that the domain size decreases with the increase of the lattice mismatch.

To correlate the domain dimension with strain state and lattice mismatch, we analyzed the different strain states and lattice mismatches in the films on three substrates. The films grown on LAO are under in-plane compressive strain, whereas films grown on STO and LSAT are under in-plane tensile strain. For the film under compressive strain (LCO/LAO), only horizontal domain structures were observed. However, for the films under tensile strain (LCO/STO and LCO/LSAT), not only horizontal but also vertical domain structures were found. As the degree of tensile strain increases, more vertical domain structures appear, and the domain dimension decreases, which can be clearly seen from Fig. 3. This means that the domain structures and their changes in the orientation of stripes are associated with lattice strain. In addition, in the epitaxial films, the critical thickness values are 1.8 nm, 3.4 nm and 26 nm for the LCO films grown on STO, LSAT and LAO, respectively [19]. For the 15-nm-thick LCO film grown on LAO substrate, the lattice mismatch is relatively small ($\sim 0.42\%$), and the film thickness is smaller than the critical thickness. The strain caused by lattice mismatch can be accommodated by elastic deformation and no domain structure will form (Fig. 2(a)). However, the lattice mismatch is considerably large for LCO/LSAT (1.68\%) and LCO/STO (2.56\%). In these two cases, the film thickness is larger than the critical thickness. Thus, the strain generated by the lattice mismatch has to be relaxed by the formation of misfit dislocations at the interfacial regions. It was reported, besides the formation of misfit dislocations, perovskites often show elastic, pseudo-periodic twinning, antiphase domains and phase transition to relieve epitaxial strain [22]. However, in our case, no misfit dislocations or other defects, which can be readily imaged by HRTEM, are observed in the LCO films. Either vertical or horizontal domains are found in these films, and the domain size decreases with increasing lattice mismatch (Fig. 3). Thus, we suggest that the interfacial strain is mainly relaxed through the formation of domain structures with different directions. Based on the analysis above, we found that the domain size is strongly dependent on the lattice strain in the films. The relationship between domain dimension ($d$) and lattice mismatch ($f$) can be expressed by

$$d = \frac{1}{f} \times a_s$$

where $a_s$ refers to the lattice constant of the substrate. The domain dimensions ($d$) are calculated to be 90.21 nm, 23.04 nm and 15.25 nm for the LCO films grown on LAO, LSAT and STO, respectively, consistent with those measured from the TEM images in Figs. 2 and 3.
and with along 124 dark have incommensurate and in Fig. 3. Cross-sectional TEM images of LCO/LSAT films taken near the [010] zone-axis with a diffraction vector of (a) g = 001 and (b) g = 100. Cross-sectional TEM images of LCO/STO films taken near the [010] zone-axis with a diffraction vector of (c) g = 001 and (d) g = 100.

Fig. 4 shows the typical [010] zone-axis HRTEM images of the LCO films grown on different substrates. Perpendicular or parallel dark stripes in the films can be clearly seen. The intensity profiles along the green and red lines drawn in Fig. 4 are shown in the insets, where the black lines indicate the positions of dark stripes. Based on the analysis of the intensity profiles, we assure that evident modulated structures exist in the LCO films. For the films grown on LAO and LSAT, the modulations are commensurate, with a periodicity of 3a₀, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). However, the modulations are incommensurate in LCO/STO, with a periodicity of 3a₀ or 4a₀ confirmed by the SAED pattern in Fig. 2(f). Similar modulated stripes have also been observed in Sr-doped cobaltite films, which are attributed to the ordering of oxygen vacancies [8,9,23,24], cations [23], and even ferroelastic structural twinning [25,26]. Recently, Kwon [13], Choi [19], Buškup [20] and Mehta [21] et al. found similar dark stripes in the HAADF images and attributed them to HS state of Co³⁺ [13,19] and oxygen vacancies [20,21], respectively. However, they only observed the modulations with vertical stripes in the LCO/STO and LCO/LSAT films. In our work, dark stripes perpendicular and parallel to the interface are observed in these two films. For the LCO/LAO film only horizontal dark stripes are found, which is consistent with the report of Choi et al. [19].

XPS analyses were performed to investigate the chemical composition of the LCO films grown on different substrates. Fig. 5(a–c) show the XPS spectra of La 3d, O 1s and Co 2p for the LCO films on STO, respectively. In Fig. 5(a), the two peaks at binding energies of 835.03 eV and 851.67 eV are associated with La 3d₃/₂ and La 3d₅/₂, respectively. Each one shows two components, which is attributed either to energy loss phenomena (shake-up satellites) induced by intense O 2p → La 4f charge transfer events or to strong final state mixing of electronic configurations [27]. In Fig. 5(b), the lower binding-energy peak at 528.51 eV is assigned to intrinsic lattice site oxygen, and the higher binding-energy peak at 530.53 eV is attributed to adsorbed oxygen. In Fig. 5(c), the 2p₃/₂ and 2p₅/₂ peaks are located at 779.73 and 795.04 eV, respectively, separated by an energy of 15.31 eV. The smaller intense peak at about 789.35 eV is a satellite peak associated with the Co ion [28,29], which suggests that divalent cobalt species are present in the LCO films on STO. The standard peaks [30] provide a reference for the fitting of Co 2p spectrum, and Table 2 summarizes the peak positions deduced from Gaussian-Lorentzian calculations. Higher binding energy peaks correspond to Co²⁺ ion, whereas lower binding energy peaks correspond to Co³⁺ ion in the LCO film [31,32]. Through the calculation of Co²⁺/Co³⁺ ratio, we deduced that the average oxygen deficiency is about 10%, consistent with the estimated content of oxygen vacancy (~9.8%). Although the XPS can only detect information within the surface depths of about 8–10 nm [33], the film thickness is only about 15 nm, and the dark stripes are distributed evenly over the entire film thickness, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Therefore, in the whole LCO film, the concentration of oxygen vacancy can be considered to be the same (10%), and the chemical formula of LCO film grown on STO is determined to be LaCoO₂.₇. For the LCO films grown on LSAT and LAO, XPS analyses demonstrate similar results of oxygen deficiency (Fig. S2 in Supplementary material).

Figs. 6(a) and 7(a) are enlarged HRTEM images of vertically and horizontally modulated dark stripes, respectively. It is usually acknowledged that from the HRTEM images, it is hard to observe spin-state ordering but easy to detect the ordering of oxygen vacancies, for example, for Sr-doped cobaltite films [8–10,34,35]. Figs. 6(b) and 7(b) show the HAADF images of the ordered domains. In the HAADF images the intensity of every atomic column is approximately proportional to Z₁/², so the brightest features are columns of La and the next brightest features are columns of Co. One Co–O plane exhibits a significantly dark contrast and the other two Co–O planes demonstrate grey contrast. This periodic sharp decrease in the intensity of Co–O planes indicates that there is less high-angle scattering, which can be attributed to loss of atoms from the column [15]. To clarify the origin of the modulated stripes in the LCO films, we mapped out the in-plane interatomic spacing (red lines) and

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spin-orbit</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Binding Energy (eV)</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>FWHM (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2p₁/₂ (MP)</td>
<td>Co³⁺ (24.36%)</td>
<td>779.22</td>
<td>28006.15</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co²⁺ (41.05%)</td>
<td>780.54</td>
<td>47198.78</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co³⁺ (4.66%)</td>
<td>789.35</td>
<td>5353.15</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p₃/₂ (SP)</td>
<td>Co³⁺ (15.37%)</td>
<td>794.38</td>
<td>17664.54</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p₁/₂ (MP)</td>
<td>Co³⁺ (14.56%)</td>
<td>796.36</td>
<td>16743.44</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4. Typical [010] zone-axis HRTEM images of (a) LCO/LAO and (b) LCO/LSAT. Typical [010] zone-axis HRTEM images of LCO/STO with (c) vertical modulations and (d) horizontal modulations. Insets show the intensity profiles for the red and green lines drawn in the HRTEM images. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. XPS spectra of (a) La 3d, (b) O 1s, and (c) Co 2p for the LCO/STO film.
Fig. 6. (a) Typical HRTEM image of LCO films with vertical modulations, inset is the simulated HRTEM image with $\Delta f = -15.0 \text{ nm}$ and $t = 22.7 \text{ nm}$. (b) Typical HAADF image of the LCO film and in-plane/out-of-plane atomic distances between the La atoms. (c) Atomic model for the vertical modulations in the LCO films. (d) Schematic diagram of the atomic projection along $b$ axis. (For interpretation of the references to colour in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. (a) Typical HRTEM image of LCO films with horizontal modulations, inset is the simulated HRTEM image with $\Delta f = -15.0 \text{ nm}$ and $t = 24.6 \text{ nm}$. (b) Typical HAADF image of the LCO film and in-plane/out-of-plane atomic distances between the La atoms. (c) Atomic model for the horizontal modulations in the LCO films. (d) Schematic diagram of the atomic projection along $b$ axis.
out-of-plane interatomic distances (green lines) from the HAADF images, as shown in Figs. 6(b) and 7(b). For the vertical domains, the out-of-plane La–La distances show more or less equal spacing (3.80 Å), whereas the in-plane La–La distances are 4.32 Å and 3.69 Å across dark and bright planes, respectively. Similarly, for the horizontal domains, the La–La distances along the direction of modulated structures in the dark stripes also show a lattice dilatation (4.44 Å versus 3.45 Å). The dilated atomic spacing indicates a lattice expansion in the LCO films, which can be attributed to the presence of oxygen vacancies in the films because the loss of O atoms can form larger Co$^{2+}$ cations [36], and may increase the Coulomb repulsion between Co ions. The lattice expansion resulted from oxygen deficiency in the films can simultaneously make La atoms move further apart from each other, thus producing the dark stripes in the HRTEM images.

Based on the experimental results, we proposed atomic structure models for LCO, as shown in Figs. 6(c) and 7(c), respectively. To accommodate the observed modulations and in particular, to incorporate the $3a_0$ modulation, we constructed alternating one oxygen-deficient and two oxygen-stoichiometric unit cells along the modulation directions, with an oxygen vacancy content of 11%. Using the atomic structure models, we carried out systematic HRTEM image simulations. One simulated image with $\Delta f = -15.0$ nm (defocus value) and $t = 22.7$ nm (thickness) is shown in the inset of Fig. 6a, and the other one with $\Delta f = -15.0$ nm and $t = 24.6$ nm is displayed in the inset of Fig. 7(a). The white arrows indicate the positions of atomic columns with dark contrasts. From Figs. 6(a) and 7(a), it can be clearly seen that both simulated images agree well with the experimental ones. In the simulated images, the brightest features are columns of La and the next brightest features are columns of Co. It clearly shows that the intensity of pure Co$^{2+}$ planes (containing oxygen vacancies) are weaker than that of Co$^{2+}$/Co$^{3+}$ mixed planes. This corroborates that the dark stripes in the films originate from the oxygen vacancy ordering.

From the above microstructure analysis of three different films, a correlation can be found between the strain state of the film and the microstructure ordering. Both horizontally and vertically modulated structures are found in tensile-strained films, whereas only horizontally modulated structures are observed in compressive-strained films. For the films under tensile strain (LCO/STO and LCO/LSAT), the out-of-plane lattice parameter ($c_{\text{film}}$) decreases and the in-plane lattice parameters ($a_{\text{film}}$ and $b_{\text{film}}$) increase in order to keep a same volume of the unit cell. This structural deformation reinforces the Jahn–Teller distortion induced by oxygen vacancy, which results in formation of the vertical domain structures. In our work, the appearance of both horizontal and vertical domain structures in the films under tensile strain is attributed to modulation direction change, which can partially relieve the interfacial strain. However, for compressive-strained film (LCO/LAO), lattice parameters of $a_{\text{film}}$ and $b_{\text{film}}$ decrease and lattice parameter of $c_{\text{film}}$ increases. The structural deformation restrains the Jahn–Teller distortion, which leads to formation of horizontal domain structures.

The observed structural modulations are related to oxygen vacancies that lead to the existence of Co$^{2+}$. Both strain and oxygen vacancy in the LCO films can affect the spin states of Co ions, which is responsible for the ferromagnetic states. Fig. 8(a–c) shows the temperature dependent magnetization, M-T, of the LCO films, measured with an applied field of 0.05 T in FC and ZFC modes. Under our experimental conditions, the magnetization of the substrates is generally around $-10^{-6}$ emu (not shown here), much lower than that of the LCO films. From Fig. 8(a–c), one can see that the FC and ZFC magnetization curves of all the three films are separated from each other at low temperature. For the ZFC curves of tensile-strained films, the magnetization reaches a maximum value at a temperature around 50–60 K, which usually represents a glass-like behavior [3]. Above a certain temperature, the ZFC curves begin to coincide with FC curves. The FC curves show a ferromagnetic-paramagnetic (FM-PM) transition, and the transition temperatures ($T_c$), defined by the inflection point in the FC curves, are 78 K and 75 K for the films under tensile strain and compressive strain, respectively. No evident change in $T_c$ was found for the films grown on different substrates. Below $T_c$, these films exhibit ferromagnetic characteristics and above it they show a paramagnetic state, which is similar to FM-PM transition behavior of La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$CoO$_3$ films [37]. However, the FM character is greatly weakened in the films under compressive strain. Fig. 8(d) shows
the magnetic field dependent magnetization, M−H, for LCO/STO, LCO/LSAT and LCO/LAO films measured with the field applied in the film plane at 10 K. The magnetism of the substrates shows a linear relation with the external magnetic field, whereas the magnetic moment of each film demonstrates hysteresis with the external magnetic field. It can be seen that the saturation magnetization (Ms) strongly depends on the strain state of the films. The saturation magnetization of the films grown under tensile strain is larger than that of the films grown under compressive strain. As tensile strain increases for films grown on STO, the Ms rises to 0.8 μB/Co.

Meanwhile, the presence of oxygen defects observed by HRTEM and HAADF suggests that the effect of microstructure must be taken into account. The XPS results show that there are a considerable number of oxygen vacancies and Co2+ ions, and the HRTEM images indicate that the oxygen vacancies are distributed throughout the films. The oxygen vacancy leads to the formation of Co2+ ions in the lattice, and the magnetization originates from the alternative arrangement of HS Co2+ ions and low-spin (LS) Co3+ ions. The enhanced ferromagnetic properties can be attributed to the interaction between structural deformation provoked by the strain and Jahn–Teller distortion of Co octahedra induced by oxygen vacancy. For the perpendicularly-modulated structures, the structural deformation reinforces the Jahn–Teller distortion (tetragonally-distorted Co octahedra). Thus, the HS Co2+ ions are stabilized and a long-range ferromagnetic ordering is enhanced. For the horizontally-modulated structures, the structural deformation is opposite to the Jahn–Teller distortion, which weakens the long-range ferromagnetic ordering. Note that no perpendicularly-modulated structure is found in the LCO film on LAO, and the magnetization of this film is worse than the other two films. Thus, the magnetization is positively correlated with the strain state, oxygen vacancy ordering and the content of perpendicularly-modulated structures.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, LCO epitaxial films have been grown on different substrates by single target PLD. In the films under compressive strain, only horizontal domain structures were observed, whereas in the films under tensile strain, both horizontal and vertical domain structures were found. The change of domain direction, which is associated with the lattice mismatch and strain state in the film, can relax the strain in the LCO epitaxial films. XPS reveals the distribution of Co2+ and Co3+ ions, confirming the existence of oxygen vacancies in the LCO films. The simulated HRTEM images for LCO/STO reproduces the domain structures with dark stripes by introducing oxygen vacancies in the lattices. The saturated magnetization strongly depends on the strain state, oxygen vacancy and orientation of the domain structures in the epitaxial films. These results indicate the importance of lattice mismatch, oxygen vacancy and their independence in understanding the physical properties of cobalt-based oxides.
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